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14ip. 171 What is of crt1cia1 historical iipcrtance th:the fact t}at each of
the codes has its own characteristic sty', is that no cross-influc are in

"evidence. No traces of a priestly redaction can be detected. in the laws of

VJ.D or Th. More important, nothing characteristic of D's style can be seen in P.

fNor
is there warrant for the view that JE has undergone a Deuteronomic editing.

" . . The monumental fact is tht not a single peculiarity of one legal corpus
V has insinuated. itself into either of the others.

This is all the more remarkable, since these corpora are themselves com-
posites, as is clear from the variants, repetitions, openings, and conclusions
that can be found in them. That the three codes nonetheless remain distinguishable
in t1é' and.' fo'ni éstifle's -to'i. hi:h ''nified. literary development.

p. 178 The 'ecohcep'ions whichied the Wellhause.n school to regard. the festival
lawsof P as 1atQ have no foundation in the reality of ancient times. Pixity in
timêsand esand' bs'ence of "natural spontanèt !ch±tize the fetiva1s of
ancient Ba'bylonia, Egypt, and all known early civilizations. . .

Wel1hausens characterization of P's laws, in contrast with those of JE and
D, a'sritualistic,fixed, and unconnected with -nature:, is obtained only by...ther.
arbitrary connection of Leviticus 23 with JE and ,rather than with its pre èent
context, P.

P-180 The theory that P symbolizes the idea of centralization by the Mosaic tent
of meeting, as if to represet S6nd Tle conditions as Mosaic insti.thtidns,
is groundless. P, as we have seen, does not contain a single law in which cen
tralization is its Deuterondthl foiis'éxpre séd.

p.. 182:.Tobe'sure,P- 1nows 7ofbut.oneTiegitimate sanctuary, the tent of meeting.
But P's tent is not represented. as a law, but as a historic fact.

"
p. 183 This local unity of worship that P depicts br Mosstime It noti- however,
a concept peculiar to priestly writings. JE also knows of only one camp, one tent,"
'one-ark', and e led.e". P adds a priestly touch by insisting that oily::;sctified
precinct - and in the desert there was only one such precinct - is qualified for
sacrifice If ths results in 'centralization for t1e desert period,
it is not as a demand and. a law, but as a historical necessity.

J p. 193 The one pillar of 1ellhsisen' structure that has not been hdeby ltér

(
criticism is 1.,s, reconstruction of the history of te Levites and the priesthood.
The rueñthee seems to be cticluslve. . " '

p. 194 The Levites of postexilic times are, thus descendants of the demoted
priets ofthé1igh places. .P, whicha1one ofthe' ientateuchai sourcet, -Wefully
distinguishes priests from Levites, reflects the circumstances of Second. Temple
.times-:and must, therefore, be postexilic.
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